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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

 

 

FARM LABOR ORGANIZING  ) 

COMMITTEE,      ) 

VICTOR TOLEDO VENCES, and   ) 

VALENTIN ALVARADO     ) 

HERNANDEZ,     )   

       ) 

Plaintiffs,      ) 

 )   Civil Action No.  

v.       ) 

      )  

ROY COOPER, in his official   ) 

capacity as Governor of the     ) 

State of North Carolina, and    ) 

MARION R. WARREN, in his  ) 

official capacity as Director of the  ) 

North Carolina Administrative   ) 

Office of the Courts,      ) 

       ) 

Defendants.      ) 

 

        

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF 

 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This action challenges Section 20.5 of North Carolina General 

Assembly Session Law 2017-108 (also known as “the Farm Act”) which was 

signed into law by Defendant Governor Roy Cooper on July 12, 2017. The Farm 

Act targets North Carolina’s overwhelmingly Latino and immigrant farmworker 
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community by stripping them of two significant legal rights enjoyed by all other 

workers in the state. First, the Act mandates that agreements by agricultural 

employers to administer payroll union dues deductions requested by employees 

(commonly known as “dues checkoff” agreements) shall be invalid and 

unenforceable. Second, the Act declares that settlement agreements that include a 

stipulation that an agricultural employer will recognize or enter into an agreement 

with a union shall be invalid and unenforceable.1 

2. The Farm Act obstructs free expression and free association 

guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution for over 100,000 

farmworkers in North Carolina, including Plaintiffs Victor Toledo Vences and 

Valentin Alvarado Hernandez and their labor union, Plaintiff Farm Labor 

                                                 

1 Section 20.5 of the Farm Act amended N.C. Gen. Stat. § 95-79(b), to add the underlined 

text: 

 
(b) Any provision that directly or indirectly conditions the purchase of 
agricultural products, products or the terms of an agreement for the 
purchase of agricultural products, or the terms of an agreement not to sue or 
settle litigation upon an agricultural producer’s status as a union or 
nonunion employer or entry into or refusal to enter into an agreement with 
a labor union or labor organization is invalid and unenforceable as against 
public policy in restraint of trade or commerce in the State of North 
Carolina. Further, notwithstanding G.S. 95-25.8, an agreement requiring an 
agricultural producer to transfer funds to a labor union or labor organization 
for the purpose of paying an employee’s membership fee or dues is invalid 
and unenforceable against public policy in restraint of trade or commerce in 
the State of North Carolina.  
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Organizing Committee (FLOC). The Farm Act also violates the Fourteenth 

Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 1981 by discriminatorily revoking contractual rights 

and privileges from a workforce that is overwhelmingly comprised of Latino non-

citizens and a union with a membership comprised largely of workers from Mexico 

working under the H-2A temporary agricultural visa program (“guestworkers”).  

Additionally, the Farm Act is an unconstitutional Bill of Attainder because it 

legislatively singles out and punishes FLOC for its organizing activity. 

3. In light of ongoing and imminent irreparable harm, Plaintiffs 

respectfully request preliminary and permanent injunctive relief to ensure that: (1) 

all Plaintiffs can continue to seek and benefit from voluntary payroll dues 

deduction agreements with agricultural employers; and (2) Plaintiff FLOC and its 

members can enter into and benefit from settlement agreements with agricultural 

employers. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

1331 because this case arises under the U.S. Constitution and laws of the United 

States; and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1343 because this action seeks to redress the 

deprivation, under color of state law, of Plaintiffs’ civil rights, and to secure 

equitable or other relief for the violation of those rights. 
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5. This Court has jurisdiction to grant declaratory relief pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202, as well as Rule 57 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure. 

6. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 13932624110.5802 0 31.29412(fu)3.32624(r)-6241ur(515ae.32624(r)-6)6( )-6958894(3)-5.237199(o)3.3262n(l)3.9722d361.409 -32.16 Td
[(U68 183657(.)250]TJ624(u)-5.23716(d)3.326766)6( )-6958896(§)-5.23605(§72.36370065(o)-5.23l( )-83.969(d)3.327281( )-83.9691(e)-1.293t( )-118.21( )-83.969236(C)7.6225236(C)7.62254(i)72.363721(d)3.32624L(i)3.9732OS)]TJ
2944( )-25584254(i)72.3637307(.)10.2267( )]TJ
36.g(r)7.59327(t)-4.5900l( )-83.969(d)3.32728307(.)10.226l( )-83.9692(r)-090654(i)72.362304( )-246.69( )-83.96gnt 
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8. Defendant Marion R. Warren (“Defendant Warren”) is sued in his 

official capacity, administers courts throughout the state, is domiciled in the state, 

and is subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court.  

PARTIES 

Plaintiffs 

9. Plaintiff FLOC is a farmworker labor union classified under Section 
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1101(a)(15)(H)(ii)(a), commonly referred to as an “
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and to transfer such dues directly to FLOC. Having successfully completed this 

season’s work, Plaintiff Alvarado Hernandez plans to exercise his guaranteed right 

to return to North Carolina to work in future agricultural seasons. Plaintiff 

Alvarado Hernandez wants to maintain his FLOC membership by authorizing his 

employers to deduct union dues from his wages and transfer these dues directly to 

FLOC. 

Defendants 

12. Defendant Cooper is sued in his official capacity as the Governor of 

North Carolina. Governor Cooper signed the Farm Act, including the provisions 

challenged in this action, into law on July 12, 2017. Pursuant to Article III, Section 

1 of the State Constitution, “the executive power of the State” is vested in 

Defendant Cooper in his capacity as Governor. Article III, Section 5(4) also 

provides that it is the duty of Defendant Cooper in his capacity as Governor to 

“take care that the laws be faithfully executed.” Governor Cooper is a person 

within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and was acting under color of state law at 

all times relevant to this complaint. 

13. Defendant Warren is sued in his official capacity as the Director of the 

North Carolina Administrative Office of the Courts (NCAOC). Pursuant to N.C. 

Gen. Stat. § 7A-343(3a)(c), the Director’s duties include “ensur[ing] overall 
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were enacted in the 1930s, farmworkers were excluded from most of the 

protections afforded by these laws. They remain excluded from many of those 

protections today.  

25. In North Carolina, farmworkers are substantially excluded from state 

minimum wage, overtime, workers’ compensation, and youth employment laws. 

26. There is ample historical evidence that these exclusions were 

motivated, at least in part, by legislators’ awareness that substantial portions of the 

excluded workforce were African American. Many of these racially-motivated 

exclusions were maintained as North Carolina’s agricultural workforce became 

predominantly Latino. 

FLOC’s Work in North Carolina 

27. Plaintiff FLOC is a farmworker union of approximately 6,000 dues-

paying members nationwide, around 80% of whom work in North Carolina. For 

over twenty years, FLOC has been the only union organizing and representing 

farmworkers in North Carolina. 

28. In addition to its core work of organizing farmworkers to achieve a 

voice in their workplace and better working conditions, FLOC participates in 

general advocacy for the rights and well-being of farmworkers and their families, 

including advocacy for the rights of Latino immigrants in the state and nation. For 
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for an agricultural producer has a right to return the following season. This 

stipulation reduces the likelihood that workers will be retaliated against for 

complaining about unsafe or illegal working conditions. The recruitment process 

established by the CBAs has also largely eliminated the illegal practice of H-2A 

guestworkers being charged recruitment fees for access to jobs in North Carolina. 

36. 
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to achieve tangible gains for FLOC’s members and also to educate the public about 

the working conditions confronted by farmworkers. 

39. As part of an agreement to settle litigation over employment issues, 

some FLOC members have negotiated for voluntary union recognition or secured 

expanded collective bargaining rights as part of a class-wide settlement agreement. 

In one such case, the defendant employer and the plaintiff farmworkers agreed that 

it was in their mutual interest to resolve the case in an agreement that included: 

employer recognition of FLOC as the bargaining representative of workers who 

sign cards affirming their FLOC membership; an employer pledge to remain 

neutral on unionization matters in its workforce; dues checkoffs; a guaranteed 

hourly wage of $11.27/hour (increased from a prior wage of $8 per hour); 

worker/employer committees to address safety issues, worker housing, and 

employer competitiveness; and adoption of a binding alternative dispute 

mechanism for resolving workplace disputes. 

40. Of FLOC’s two active CBAs in the state, one is due to expire in 

November 2019 and the other in December 2020. 

41. During the period covered by a CBA, FLOC must actively administer 

the CBAs throughout the state. Administration duties include: monitoring and 

assisting covered workers with the recruitment process in Mexico; monitoring 

agricultural producers’ compliance with the CBAs; assisting members and other 
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45. Farmworkers working under H-2A guestworker visas are typically 

paid by checks, which their employers cash for them or which they take to local 

stores that offer check cashing services for a fee. Because of the migratory and 

seasonal nature of their work, language barriers, and their low incomes, many 
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transferred to FLOC pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 95-25.8 — to sustain its 

organizing and advocacy work in North Carolina. 

52. 
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producers that provide for such dues checkoffs. This severely harms FLOC’s 

efforts to join new members. In addition, FLOC will be unable to collect dues from 

most of its current members once its existing CBAs expire.  

56. By preventing FLOC from settling litigation or anticipated litigation 

as a party, from securing recognition as a bargaining representative in settlements 

by FLOC members, or from obtaining CBAs in settlements entered into by FLOC 

members, the Farm Act significantly hinders FLOC’s 
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settlement was preliminarily approved on January 20, 2017 and received final 

approval on July 11, 2017. 

63. As FLOC has increased its membership in North Carolina and 

expanded the number of workers covered by union agreements, and as its members 

have been involved in well-publicized litigation, FLOC’s organizing drives have 

been met with considerable backlash by the North Carolina Farm Bureau, a trade 

group representing the interests of agricultural producers in the state, and some 

agricultural producers. 

64. As part of this backlash, some agricultural producers and their trade 

group have successfully pushed for legislation in an attempt to obstruct FLOC’s 

efforts to improve working conditions for farmworkers in the state. 

65. In 2013, shortly after FLOC had convinced Reynolds American, Inc. 

to meet with some of its members to discuss working conditions in North Carolina 

tobacco fields, grower interest groups successfully lobbied for state legislation 

targeting FLOC’s ability to use market-based pressure to improve conditions for 

farmworkers. The
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union or labor organization is invalid and unenforceable as against public policy in 

2013 North restraint of trade or commerce in the State of Nort
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Dixon (also an owner of Jimmy Dixon Farms in Duplin County), introduced 

Amendment A3, which added Section 20.5 to the Farm Act.  

70. Section 20.5 proposed to amend N.C. Gen. Stat. § 95-79(b), to add the 

text underlined below: 

(b) Any provision that directly or indirectly conditions the 
purchase of agricultural products, products or the terms of 
an agreement for the purchase of agricultural products, or 
the terms of an agreement not to sue or settle litigation upon 
an agricultural producer's status as a union or nonunion 
employer or entry into or refusal to enter into an agreement 
with a labor union or labor organization is invalid and 
unenforceable as against public policy in restraint of trade 
or commerce in the State of North Carolina. Further, 
notwithstanding G.S. 95-25.8, an agreement requiring an 
agricultural producer to transfer funds to a labor union or 
labor organization for the purpose of paying an employee’s 
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conference committee report around 11:00 PM that evening, there was never an 

opportunity for the public to comment during consideration of the amendment.  

73. Debate in the General Assembly regarding the amendment lasted less 

than ten minutes. Representative Dixon introduced the amendment on the House 

floor, explaining that:  

This amendment — there are various organizations that for 
some time over the last couple of weeks had been looking for 
the right opportunity but weren’t necessarily going to do it, here 
in the Farm Act, although I think it’s very applicable. But that’s 
an explanation of why at this point that we’re offering an 
amendment, Farm Bureau and other farm organizations. And 
over the last couple of days I’ve heard from a lot of farmers 
across the state expressing concerns about this and wishing that 
there was a vehicle to do what this amendment does. It 
strengthens our Right to Work statutes by declaring certain 
agreements involving agriculture producers are against the 
public policy of North Carolina. The amendment would 
prohibit the use of litigation to force farms to unionize and 
ensure farmers are not required to collect dues for their 
employees. This reduces a regulatory burden on farms that is 
not required under federal law and is completely within the 
State’s purview to regulate.  
 

74. When asked by one representative why such a measure would be 

necessary given the state’s strong right to work laws, Representative Dixon 

claimed:  

Because of continued harassment from out of state there seems 
to be a growing wave of folks that are interested in farm labor. 
It’s--some consider it low-hanging fruit to do things like that, 
and it’s just a general tendency for an increase in activity that 
we consider to be harassment.  
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75. When asked by the same representative whether he was afraid of 

farmworker unions organizing, Representative Dixon replied: 

Sir, I’m not afraid of anything, and I understand that food is 
very important. And so, no, we’re not afraid, but an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure. And there are predatory 
folks that make a good living coming around and getting people 
to be dissatisfied, and a few of us farmers are getting a little bit 
tired of it and we want some properly measured priority so that 
we can continue to feed you.  
 

76. Also on June 28, Representative Dixon was quoted in a newspaper 

article stating that “the N.C. Farm Bureau and other farm organizations requested 

the limits on unions. Farmers are under undue pressure to collect union dues and 

sign union contracts.”  

77. On June 28, the amendment passed the House. Because the House and 

Senate versions of the Farm Act differed, a conference committee was appointed 

that same night. Representative Dixon chaired the House Conference Committee 

for the Farm Act and Senator Brent Jackson, owner of Jackson Farming Company 

and one of the defendants in the 2016 wage theft suit brought by FLOC members, 

chaired the Senate Conference Committee for the bill. The Conference Committee 

completed its report the same evening, incorporating the amendment, and it was 

immediately adopted by both chambers. 

78. The Farm Act was ratified by the General Assembly on June 29, 2017, 
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79. In the five years preceding the Farm Act’s passage,
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ability to administer CBAs and provide services to its members. The Farm Act guts 

FLOC’s ability to maintain this essential and irreplaceable source of funding.  

84. Because they generally lack ready access to bank accounts, credit 

cards, and other means of making automatic recurring payments, FLOC members, 

including Plaintiffs Toledo Vences and Alvarado Hernandez, rely on dues 

checkoffs to timely and consistently pay their FLOC dues.   

85. Without the benefit of dues checkoffs and given their lack of access to 

banking in North Carolina, FLOC members, including Plaintiffs Toledo Vences 

and Alvarado Hernandez, will have to set aside cash for payment of dues to FLOC. 

As a practical matter, this will require members to hold cash on their person or in 

their personal effects in communal labor camp housing for weeks at a time, 

exposing them to significant danger of robbery or theft. 

86. Because of the Farm Act, FLOC is currently unable to grow its union 

membership by entering into new agreements with agricultural producers for dues 

checkoffs. FLOC members are unable to benefit from dues checkoffs and risk 

losing their ability to associate with FLOC and join in collective activity to 

improve their well-being and the well-being of other farmworkers. North Carolina 

farmworkers who are not currently represented by FLOC, but wish to join, are 

limited in their abilities to gain access to union representation. 
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87. 
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95. FLOC participates in and assists its members in par
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105. Plaintiffs assert a claim pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violation of 

the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution. Plaintiff FLOC asserts this claim on behalf of itself and its members. 

106. The Farm Act strips rights and privileges from a workforce that is 

over 90% Latino, over 90% non-citizens, and largely of Mexican descent.  

107. The Farm Act solely targets and impacts Plaintiff FLOC, a union 

whose membership is nearly 100% Latino and over 90% comprised of Mexican H-

2A guestworkers. 

108. As migrant farmworkers, Plaintiffs Toledo Vences and Alvarado 

Hernandez and the membership of FLOC are members of a discrete and insular 

group that lacks political power, in which disfavored racial and ethnic minorities 

have been and continue to be overrepresented, and w
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119. The Farm Act unlawfully deprives Plaintiffs Toledo Vences and 

Alvarado Hernandez of the rights to make and enforce contracts, to sue, to be 
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123. The Farm Act additionally violates the Bill of Attainder Clause of 

Article 1, Section 10 of the United States Constitution because it impermissibly 

singles out and punishes Plaintiff FLOC and its members by depriving FLOC of 

the ability to enter into any settlement agreements with agricultural producers as a 

party to litigation, as well as the ability to enter into agreements with agricultural 

producers pursuant to stipulations in another party’s settlement agreement. 

124. The Farm Act constitutes an unconstitutional Bill of Attainder by 

punishing Plaintiff FLOC and its members for its organizing activity, advocacy for 

the rights of farmworkers, and purported acts of “harassment” without a judicial 

trial. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray that the Court grant the 

following relief:  

(a) Preliminarily enjoin enforcement of Section 20.5 of the Farm Act; 

(b)  Order Defendants to immediately notify their officers, agents, 
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(c) Enter a declaratory judgment stating that Section 2




